A new family of radiation sensors is introduced which do not require any optics.
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One can treat images as data that indicate locations in space and intensities of sources of radiation. Conventional optical imaging systems use photo-sensitive plane arrays of sub-sensors coupled with focused optics that form a map of the environment on this image plane. The optics carry this out at the speed of light, but come with some disadvantages. Because of the law of diffraction, accurate mapping requires large lens sizes and complex optical systems. Also, lenses limit the field of view and are only available within a limited range of the electromagnetic spectrum. The everdecreasing cost of computing makes it possible to make imaging devices smaller, by replacing optical and mechanical components with computation. This motivates a search for optics-less computational imaging devices.
The methods presented in the paper draw heavily on estimation theory. Since
Fisher's publication on Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation ( [1] ), many articles have applied this theory to specific problems. Van Tree's textbook [2] gives a good overview of the statistical methods used in this article. Works in image restoration such as that by Lucy [3] use a ML or maximum a-posteriori probability reconstruction of the image. Recently, researchers have begun to study artificial compound eyes (see for instance, Refs. [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ). In particular, Ref. [4] uses information theory to predict performance limits of compound eyes of insects and Ref. [11] uses estimation of sources for sub-pixel estimation of source angles in an approach similar to our own. In general, the use of optimal statistical estimations for measuring physical parameter of objects using multiple sensors is very common in sensorics ( [12] [13] [14] ). This paper applies the ML method to perform imaging tasks by means of imaging devices consisting of a set of sub-sensors with no devices added to reshape the sub-sensor's natural angular sensitivity to radiation. In this respect sensors discussed in this paper are significantly different from artificial compound eyes. We Assuming that elementary sub-sensor noise components are statistically independent and normally distributed with variance 2  , the ML estimator is:
For a single radiation source, the computational complexity of the estimator is of In this case, the computational complexity of the estimator grows exponentially with the number of sources in the naïve solution. There are ways to reduce the optimization computational complexity to polynomial, however they are out of the scope of the paper.
For multiple radiation sources, OLS sensors can be used in following modes:
-"General localization" mode for localization and intensity estimation of a known number of radiation sources.
-"Imaging" mode for estimation of intensities of a given number of radiation sources in the given locations, for instance, on a regular grid.
The sensors were tested in these two modes by numerical simulation using, for solving Eq. 2, the multi-start global optimization method with pseudo-random initial guesses ( [15] ) and Matlab's quasi-Newton method for finding local optima. The work of OLS sensors in "imaging" mode is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a model of the OLS spherical sensor consisting of 300 elementary sub-sensors set to estimate intensities of sources arranged in a form the abbreviation "OLSS", which stands for "Optics-less smart sensors." Note that operation in imaging mode can also be regarded as deblurring of raw images on the output of the sub-sensors (see Fig. 2 , center).
Performance of OLS sensors is characterized, in first order approximation, by estimation variances. Theoretical analysis shows that, for sub-sensors with signal independent Gaussian additive noise, estimation errors have a normal distribution with mean of zero and standard deviation given by the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [2] ). We have derived for the 1D model ( Fig. 1, a) 
The covariance terms in the CRLB are all zeros. In the case of a single source, the inequalities in Eq. 3 may be replaced by equalities.
Results of numerical runs in our Monte-Carlo simulations, plotted in 
